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Organizations across the world are constantly looking for enhanced  
flexibility and increased productivity. They need software applications that 
are not only long-lasting but also adaptable to change. Business Process 
Management (BPM) is a revolution in the software industry that provides such 
capabilities. BPM may be defined as the practice of improving the efficiency,  
effectiveness, and operational agility of an enterprise by automating,  
optimizing, and managing its business processes. BPM enables business  
processes to be designed independently of any single application and then 
leveraged as shared business logic.

Introduction
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By modeling the entire SYSPRO product, including:
n	All its menus, submenus, screens and panes showing the functions and  
 features of the product;
n	all the data structures;
n	all the setup options;
n	and a set of industry standard business processes,

SYSPRO has done something which is unique. All of these application and 
business models reside in a single repository on a SQL data base, and not on 
pieces of paper in someone’s drawer or, which is typically done, documented 
in standalone applications such as MS Visio or MS Word. This is then shipped 
as a single solution to our customers.

SYSPRO uses these applications and business processes as the foundation 
for creating prototypes and to assist during implementations. They are useful, 
because they represent:
n	Patterns for usage
n	Patterns of functionality
n	Patterns of configuration 
n	Industry standards
n	Modeled features/functionality supporting business processes (e.g. credit  
 checking, pricing)
n	Baseline (version) management of the SYSPRO port number versus the  
 model

In a typical ERP implementation process, the implementation completes the 
exercise of modeling the business processes and then attempts to implement 
the ERP product based on the business processes. This creates numerous 
problems such as:

n	Wasted overall implementation time
n	Serious communication implications
n	Unsuccessful implementations
n	Incomplete business requirements
n	Unnecessary confrontations
n	Trust issues

Problem Statement

The Birth of SPM (SYSPRO Process Modeling)

SPM as an Enabler
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After initial introductions, the first steps in the workshop sessions with a 
SYSPRO client are to gain a clear understanding of the business and the  
processes that need to be automated.  For those organizations which are 
contemplating implementation of SYSPRO this applies equally to: 
n	Transactional processes that require the involvement of many people or  
 departments in a sequential or parallel  fashion 
n	Approval and workflow steps 
n	Movement of paper from one desk to another
n	Calculation-heavy processes 
n	Interfaces of processes and add-ons which lend themselves greatly to  
 automation
n	Manual processes
n	Third party products

Business activities have always been split along functional lines that divide 
end-to-end processes along departmental lines. For example, Sales Order to 
Cash Collection is a single process that flows across Business Administration, 
Sales, Finance and Credit Control functions. It is important not to be  
constrained by departmental boundaries when determining key processes. 

Once the processes have been discussed, they need to be modeled  
accurately, and must contain a definite beginning and an end. This important 
concept is often neglected and could have an impact on the successful out-
come of the implementation. The business processes are also enriched with 
business system specifics (e.g. business rules), configured and linked to the 
SYSPRO Application Processes during the actual workshops, thus arriving at a 
unique customer-specific solution. 

SPM  Unique Three Step Process

How SPM is used in Practice
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SPM Advantages
In this way a unique process model for your organization is created, which 
makes the job of the implementation team a lot easier and a lot less risky as 
it provides the following outcome:
n	An implementation blueprint (customer baseline)
n	Business and configuration decisions 
n	Trade-off decisions
n	Business processes
n	Role definitions
n	Development/customization requirements
n	Configuration guide
n	SYSPRO configurations
n	XML output of set-up options
n	Notes on master data
n	Impact analysis
n	Value analysis
n	Operating procedures and user reference guides

The primary source of all information is now a set of inter-related models  
providing: 
n	Clear understanding and transparency of business processes and systems  
 across the organization 
n	A central repository of unique process requirements 
n	Quicker understanding of business requirements or solution options, for a  
 better quality implementation 
n	Ability to standardize and record processes as they evolve 
n	What-if scenario planning in the models before implementation 
n	Project control and understanding across your implementations and  
 upgrades
n	Ability to define system configuration and integration
n	Central change repository for all changes
n	Audit trails of  collaborative business decisions made 

SPM allows tremendous efficiency gains, as the technology does much of 
the hard work. It also does the clever parts: the thinking around how the 
people who run the business want the business to be run. There are three key  
advantages that SPM can bring to the table:

1. Transparency
SPM makes a business process absolutely transparent, greatly improving  
visibility and efficiency. Bottlenecks can literally be seen and removed. It 
can show where the most delays are occurring, and where each transaction 
becomes stuck as it passes from one stage to another.

2. Process refinement
The initial configuration and design exercise coupled with the data that 
emerges after running processes for some time, can allow for refinement.
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Participation

3. Centralization of Data
Data about each and every transaction is modeled and can be retrieved 
as and when required. Therefore, it is possible to accurately analyze what  
happens to each element of data as it moves through the processes. 
Referencing is also easier as embedded searches allow for data elements to 
be picked up as required for study.

In this way, SPM provides the customer with a unique set of SYSPRO 
Process Models linked to the appropriate SYSPRO processes and functions  
providing one source of the truth with end-to-end alignment of all entities in the  
organization. In this way SPM is able to:
n	Put chaos into context 
n	Provide one source of the truth 
n	Provide standardisation and reuse of processes 
n	Provide end-to-end alignment of all entities 
n	Ensure integration is defined and understood 
n	Guide role players
n	Reduce time to delivery 
n	Dramatically reduce the number of standard and skilled implementation 
 resources
n	Reduce risk during implementation

Businesses worldwide need to ensure their processes are adequately  
modeled to reflect the correct running of the business in both an As-Is 
and To-Be status. This is not only to cut costs but also to provide customer  
satisfaction, which is the ultimate differentiator in a fiercely competitive  
environment.  

While the modeling can be done by anyone, it is important that those 
people who work with the process are actively involved in any workshops or  
discussions and that top management participate in the sessions so 
they have direct input into how they want their business and processes to  
operate. At this point in time, the business could also take a decision on 
whether to automate the process As-Is or to introduce improvements. This has 
been a fundamental flaw within ERP implementations wherein changes are 
forced on the organization by the Implementation teams without involving 
the correct people or having a mechanism to understand the ripple effect of 
these changes.

The model also needs to be structured to answer questions that could come 
up during implementation. These can either be Business Rules or Notes 
that are specific to the business. This ensures that various elements and  
decision points are clearly marked out and noted.
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A model residing on a database still remains the best method for an easy 
graphical representation. Once processes are broken into activities, each 
activity needs to be taken up in detail, defining the ‘role’ that will execute the 
action, the ‘items’ that need to be captured in the activity, and whether the 
data will be manually entered or electronically picked up.
 
Processes can trigger sub-processes and other super processes and can  
initiate/ be initiated by triggers from enterprise applications. Some activities 
could be mandatory for the commencement of subsequent activities while 
some may not and some branches of a process may need to trigger exception  
reporting.

SPM can also drive validations, control authorizations and be used to 
log data at a micro level. There could be a mix of human interaction,  
system validation and enterprise application interfaces orchestrated by the  
process builder so that the organization moves in harmony. On the other 
hand, Process Management tools can be used to simply pump data from one 
enterprise application to another and back.

All of the above needs the active participation of the senior people in the 
business who at this stage must decide how they want their business to  
operate.

It can be stated that SPM provides the key to a successful ERP implementation 
by being able to:
n	Realize the company’s strategy into a set of business processes 
n	Match the company’s business processes directly to the SYSPRO  
 application set of functions and features, all of which would reside on the  
 one database as the customer specific solution

Conclusion

In this way SPM will enable the business processes to be successfully effected 
into the organization via the SYSPRO application set. 

This SPM approach is unique to SYSPRO and it can be stated that no other ERP 
vendor has this approach.
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SYSPRO is an internationally-recognized, leading provider of enterprise  
business solutions. Formed in 1978, SYSPRO was one of the first software  
vendors to develop an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution. Today, 
SYSPRO is a global business solution vendor, represented on six continents 
and by more than 1500 Channel and support partners. Over 14,000 licensed 
companies across a broad spectrum of industries in more than 60 countries 
trust SYSPRO as the platform on which to manage their business processes.

Customer focus is the core of SYSPRO’s corporate culture and is one of the key 
reasons why SYSPRO maintains a strong leadership position in the enterprise 
application market. By focusing on people and building lasting relationships 
with customers and partners, SYSPRO has ensured high customer retention and 
satisfaction.

SYSPRO has won awards and earned a reputation for well-structured,  
effective implementations in all sizes of companies, specializing in 
demanding environments, across a multitude of verticals. We have  
developed a structured approach to reduce the time and cost of  
implementing SYSPRO that has been the result of over 30 years of experience, 
enabling organizations to personalize and  utilize the software successfully and 
effectively.  

We work in partnership with our customers to identify feasible and affordable 
solutions to transform their business. Team SYSPRO integrates internal and 
external experts from the international SYSPRO community to ensure that our 
customers are exposed to the best possible resources through all phases 
of the ERP project: strategic, functional and operational. This consolidated 
approach ensures that our customers receive holistic and autonomous analy-
sis throughout the project, and optimizes operational efficiencies.

Our single product DNA also means that all SYSPRO upgrades are seamless. 
With the range of functionality and depth of features built into the product and 
accessible via a single SYSPRO portal, companies need never go outside of 
SYSPRO to gain increased operational effectiveness. 

The aim is to deliver world-class software that gives customers the  
control, insight and agility they need for a competitive advantage in a global  
economy. As such, SYSPRO provides a unique combination of robust, scalable 
technologies that ensure minimal risk and high return on investment. 

Our vision is focused on meeting customer needs today and in the future - 
SYSPRO, simplifying your success with the most integrated, uncomplicated 
and effortless business software solution for small and medium enterprises.

About SYSPRO 
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